CMCLOUD
Hire

Train

Comply

Streamlined On-Boarding

On-Demand Training

Automated Compliance

• On-Line Applications
• Digital Employment Forms

• Available 24x7
• Supports Mobile Devices

• Visual Dashboard
• Wide Range of Reporting
Capabilities

On-Boarding, Training, and Automated Compliance
in a Single Application
On-boarding and safety training can be a real challenge
if your company has mobile work crews or teams
deployed across multiple locations. CMCloud helps
you rise to that challenge. Deliver safety training ondemand just about anywhere you can get WiFi or a
reliable mobile signal. Streamline how new hires apply
and are on-boarded. And track it all automatically so
you won’t have to worry about compliance.

With locations in Alabama and Guyana, we needed an easier way to manage safety
training and compliance tracking from a single location. With CMCloud, we can now
effectively manage safety training on 2 continents and 2700 miles apart.
Managing Director
McVantage Packaging

CMTrain
CMTrain gives you the ability to offer more than
150 OSHA and DOT safety training courses in an ondemand, e-learning platform in English or Spanish.

• Deliver safety training
anytime, anywhere
• Track open and completed
course automatically
• Make it easier for your
mobile teams to stay safe
and compliant

CMTrain automatically tracks all open and
completed training for you putting a wide variety of
training and compliance reports at your fingertips.
Plus, CMTrain’s powerful dashboards give you the
visibility you need to manage all safety training and
compliance tracking from a single point.

CMHire
CMHire streamlines how you manage new
employee applications and on-boarding.

• On-line applications make it
easy for candidates to apply
• Orientation, on-boarding and
training checklists generated
automatically
• Manage all of your
applications, on-boarding
and new hire paperwork
from a single application

Candidates apply on-line from a computer or
mobile device.
Once hired, a list of required documents – I-9s,
withholding forms etc. - is automatically generated
for each new employee.
Plus the CMHire dashboard makes it easy to
ensure that all required employment forms and
on-boarding tasks have been completed.

Ready to learn more? Call today for a guided tour: 1-844-442-6675

1-866-982-SAFE (7233)
info@pearsonsafety.com
www.pearsonsafety.com

